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Shortly after surgery before his junior season of
Division 1 Basketball at the United States Air Force
Acedemy, DeLovell Earls found himself in the
training room constantly. The foam roller and
stretching strap were just a couple of pieces used
to aid his recovery, but there was a problem:
traveling with the prescribed foam roller and
other rehab tools was an extreme hassle to the
point where he neglected to prehab and rehab as
he should. He sat in the cold tub pondering, "What
if there was a better way?"
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Rolease: A Multifunctional
Foam Roller That Opens
Up to Store Your Essential
Routine Equipment

The Breakdown
The Prevolve team has consulted with
industry experts to create a product
unlike anything on the market. The USPTO
granted the team their Utility Patent on
Jan 12, 2021.

Now, the Rolease foam roller is ready for
manufacturing, and we are actively
looking for the right company to bring it
to life and give it the best chance to get
in the hands of as many people as
possible and make an impact in the
fitness world.

Patented | Portable Convenience + Functional Utility

Portable massage foam

roller and stretching

strap system

9 Liters of storage

space to store a yoga

mat or your essentials

Click on accessory

products and create a

new workout platform

Prehab and Rehab at

your convenience with

a premium foam roller

Get In touch. 
founders@prevolveinnovations.com 
719.210.7148
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Lightweight roller (5lbs)
with high-grade foam and
durable materials

Hollow, ventilated foam
roller that is engineered to
withstand 300lbs of weight

Non-slip bumper and 180
degree hinge system for flat
mode on hard, slick surfaces

Multifunctional  stretching
strap that doubles as a
tote strap

The patented Rolease foam roller alleviates the
tedious task of individually carrying a small gym
bag, yoga mat tote, stretching strap, aerobic
step, and foam roller. 

The Rolease foam roller empowers athletes of all
practices and at all levels to carry the tools they
need to stay in their practice and reach their full
potential. 

Magnetic, quick-release system
to attach straps or aerobic
bands (up to 66lbs per side)

What's Inside? 
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